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Abstract: We report an effective processing route, combining nanostructure formation and hybridi-
zation, to improve the rate performance of the tunnel-structure sodium manganese oxide 
Na0.44MnO2 (NMO) as a cathode material for aqueous sodium ion storage. We use hydrothermal 
synthesis to prepare an NMO/CNF (Carbon NanoFiber) hybrid, consisting of uniform oxide nan-
owires with an average width of 70 nm and length in the range of several tenths of µm. The highly 
dispersed CNFs impart high conductivity to the NMO/CNF electrode, allowing high-rate perfor-
mance at a C-rate of up to 20 C, with a delivered capacity of more than half the theoretical value in 
a 1 M Na2SO4 electrolyte. Moreover, the NMO/CNF hybrid shows good electrochemical stability 
under several hundred cycles at a high C-rate. However, the NMO nanowire electrodes reveal a 
lower-than-expected capacity, probably as a result of the tendency of nanowires to form bundles, 
which prevents direct contact with conductive fibers and induce the under-utilization of active ma-
terial. With this study, we demonstrate a strong improvement of the otherwise inherently low-rate 
performance of NMO through oxide nanostructuring and hybridization with carbon fibers, paving 
the way for further research on NMO-based materials for aqueous sodium ion storage. 

Keywords: sodium manganese oxide; tunnel structure; nanostructure; carbon nanofibers;  
hybridization; aqueous electrolyte 
 

1. Introduction 
Aqueous sodium-ion batteries (ASIB) are regarded as a feasible technology for grid-

scale energy storage due to their low cost, safety and environmental acceptance [1,2]. Sim-
ilarly to other aqueous rechargeable batteries, essential concerns about ASIB technology 
pertain to the stability of active materials and the limitation of the operating voltage in 
aqueous environments [1,3]. Nonetheless, while these concerns impose strong constraints 
on the choice of electrode materials [4] and stimulate research on novel electrolytes [3], 
the primary objectives remain to select and develop Na-ion insertion materials with char-
acteristics enabling the practical use of ASIBs [4]. Undoubtedly, to ensure a low environ-
mental impact, the use of toxic elements, such as Co, V, or Ni, should be avoided [5], and 
preference should be given to sustainable processes of synthesis [6]. In this regard, Mn-
based cathode materials are probably the least harmful solution; in addition, they have 
been widely used and studied in much detail—particularly in the case of Mn-based ox-
ides—as cathodes of aqueous storage devices, ranging from asymmetric supercapacitors 
[7] to aqueous metal-ion batteries [8]. Indeed, the wealth of knowledge and depth of un-
derstanding of this class of materials are hardly matched by those of other materials being 
studied as cathodes for future aqueous batteries. Still, Mn-based oxides present intrinsic 
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limitations and critical aspects, specifically poor electronic conductivity [9,10], proneness 
to dissolution and re-deposition—see, e.g., [11]—and the Jahn–Teller distortion of Mn(III) 
[12], that call for a careful assessment of the conditions enabling their implementation in 
aqueous storage devices. In relatively more recent times, tunnel-type sodium manganese 
oxides (tt-NMO) [13] have emerged as potential candidate cathode materials for aqueous 
electrolyte batteries [8] and for aqueous electrolyte hybrid cells [14]. The distinct quality 
of this material family—most notably of the prototype compound Na0.44MnO2 (NMO) 
[14]—is the promise of great stability in aqueous electrolytes, at the cost, however, of a 
low specific capacity, due to the limited range over which the sodium content can be var-
ied [15], as dictated by the need to preserve structural integrity [16] and prevent oxide 
dissolution [15,17]. However, at the current state of research, tt-NMO materials appear as 
a more reasonable choice than do layered structure sodium manganese oxides, which—
while providing a larger specific capacity—are inherently prone to structural defor-
mations, compromising cycle life and leading eventually to structural instabilities 
[4,18,19]. Still, with regard to the specific capacity limitation of NMO, it is worth remark-
ing that while safety, low operation and maintenance costs, and cycle life are primary 
requirements [20], stationary energy storage applications have a degree of tolerance for 
relatively low energy densities, having no tight constraints on weight and volume, not to 
mention the different requirements of the wide and diverse range of application markets 
[21]. Furthermore, thick electrodes are a practical solution with which to compensate for 
low energy density, as long as improved rate capability can be achieved to allow for a 
good power response—which is instead a desirable property of the storage system [21]. 

Overall, notwithstanding its limited capacity, Na0.44MnO2 has received much atten-
tion as a prospective cathode material for Na-ion storage systems [2–4,22], and remains a 
model system for the investigation of possible strategies for the enhancement of the per-
formances of tt-NMO materials in ASIBs [13,15]. The unique structure of NMO—which 
crystallizes in the orthorhombic lattice, Pbnm space group [23]—is characterized by the 
arrangement of MnO6 octahedra and MnO5 square pyramids forming a double-tunnel 
structure, with large S-shaped channels that allow for Na ion transport along the [001] 
direction of the unit cell [16,24]. It is the tunnel structure that accounts for structural sta-
bility during the cycling of NMO [14,25] compared to its NaxMnO2 layered-structure coun-
terpart, as shown in early studies [26], and as widely reported in the current literature, 
e.g., in [13,27]. Possibly, a more controversial issue in the search for better performance of 
NMO is rate capability, being a system characteristic affected by material factors as well 
as by design aspects of electrodes and cell. In this regard, while the rate capability of NMO 
electrodes can be improved substantially in aqueous vs. organic electrolytes [28]—thanks 
to the increase of several orders of magnitude in the apparent diffusion coefficient 
[15,28]— rate performance is still severely limited by the intrinsic low conductivity of the 
oxide, pointing to the need to resort to multiple strategies for performance enhancement 
[29], such as reducing the size of the active material, tuning the particle morphology and 
forming a composite. The formation of nanostructures—a method that has had a great 
impact on the development of battery cathode material research [29,30]—has been widely 
explored for non-aqueous SIBs [31] and a number of different methods of synthesis were 
reported for this purpose; see [31,32] and the references therein. Specifically, NMO nan-
owires were obtained via the hydrothermal conversion of birnessite [33,34] and their ap-
plication was demonstrated in non-aqueous lithium [35] and sodium [36] batteries. How-
ever, the combination of a nanoscale structure and the control of the particle morphology 
of tt-NMO has not been fully exploited in the context of ASIBs. Composite formation, on 
the other hand, is a design option that can be hardly ignored when dealing with oxides as 
active materials. While recourse to carbon coating [37]—a very effective method to reduce 
inter-particle resistance—is not a viable solution for manganese oxides, for their suscepti-
bility to reduction under C-coating processing conditions, there are several studies report-
ing the improvement of the rate capability of composite electrodes of either tunnel- or 
layered-structure sodium manganese oxides, mostly with carbon nanotubes, both in 
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organic [38] and aqueous electrolytes [39–42], and with polypyrrole, in organic electro-
lytes [43,44]. 

In this study, we resort to a combination of nanostructuring and hybridization with 
a conductive nanoscale material, carbon nanofibers (CNFs), to boost the rate capability of 
NMO, by focusing on reducing both the ionic and electron transport resistance. Diverging 
from the reported hydrothermal synthesis of NMO nanowires [33,35], we show that it is 
possible to obtain an NMO nanowire/CNF hybrid via hydrothermal synthesis in a strong 
NaOH solution using MnO2 as the manganese precursor, instead of Mn3O4 [35] or Mn2O3 
[33], and CNFs as the disperse nanoscale conductive phase. Electrodes based on the 
NMO/CNF hybrid have an excellent rate capability, delivering more than half the theo-
retical capacity at the C-rate of 20 C, and a promising cycle performance, retaining an 
almost constant discharge capacity at high C rate over hundred cycles. 

2. Materials and Methods 
2.1. Hydrothermal Synthesis 

Sodium hydroxide (Carlo Erba, >97%), manganese (III) oxide, Mn2O3, and manganese 
dioxide, MnO2 (Sigma-Aldrich, ≥99.5%), were used as the reagents in the hydrothermal 
synthesis of NMO nanowires and the NMO nanowires/CNF hybrid, respectively. Carbon 
nanofibers, CNFs, were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (graphitized, iron-free; diameter 
× length: 100 nm × 20–200 µm). The reaction was performed in an autoclave consisting of 
a 30 mL polytetrafluoroethylene liner and a stainless-steel vessel. The solids were first 
mixed in 10 M NaOH and kept under stirring for about 1 h at room temperature. The liner 
was filled with the solution, leaving a 25% empty volume, closed and sealed in the auto-
clave vessel and heated in a muffle furnace to 206 °C within 60 min. The step sequence 
and holding time depended on the manganese precursor, i.e., on the desired product, 
NMO or NMO/CNF; in any case, the holding time was prolonged by six hours for equili-
brating the temperature inside the reactor. For the synthesis of NMO nanowires from the 
Mn2O3 precursor, the hydrothermal process consisted of three steps, each lasting for a 24 
h duration; i.e., the treatment was discontinued; the reaction vessel was cooled down to 
room temperature and opened; the solid was recovered and then dispersed again in a 10 
M NaOH solution to resume the treatment. As shown in the following (Section 3.1.1), seg-
mentation is essential to the transformation of birnessite in NMO, allowing for the supply 
of the oxygen needed to sustain manganese oxidation. The preparation of the NMO/CNF 
hybrid from the MnO2 precursor was performed in a single step of 24 h treatment. Upon 
completion of the hydrothermal process, the products were washed with deionized water 
and separated via centrifugation repeatedly until the pH of the washing solution was 
roughly neutral. Prior to characterization and electrode fabrication, the NMO samples 
were dried overnight in a vacuum furnace at 60 °C to eliminate residual moisture. 

2.2. Microstructure and Physical Characterization 
The NMO samples were analyzed for phase structure via X-ray diffraction (XRD), 

using a Bruker D2 Phaser diffractometer operated in the Bragg–Brentano geometry, with 
a step size of 0.02° and a dwell time of 38 s. XRD patterns of the samples were analyzed 
via the Rietveld refinement method for the calculation of lattice parameters and the eval-
uation of phase composition. The NMO and birnessite phases were indexed as Na0.44MnO2 
(JCPDS 04-018-3147 [45]) and Na0.55Mn2O4·1.5H2O (JCPDS 00-043-1456), respectively. The 
Rietveld refinement of the crystal structure was performed by using TOPAS software [46]. 
Difference profile plots and agreement indices are provided as a visual and numerical 
description of the fit of the calculated pattern to the observed data, respectively. The fol-
lowing indices were used [47]: the weighted-profile R-factor, Rwp, the unweighted-profile 
R-factor, Rp, the statistically expected R value, Re, and the goodness-of-fit indicator, S = 
Rwp/Re. Samples were analyzed via Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), using a 
Philips CM200 FEG microscope, equipped with a Schottky emitter field emission gun 
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operated at 200 kV, and via Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) using a Tescan Mira 3 
Field Emission SEM (FESEM) operated at 20 kV. The evaluation of the specific surface area 
was performed using the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) method applied to N2 adsorp-
tion/desorption isotherms measured with an Autosorb iQ gas sorption system 
(Quantachrome Instruments). Raman spectra were obtained with Horiba Scientific Raman 
Spectrometer (XploRA™ PLUS). The electrical conductivity of sample powders com-
pacted under pressure was measured using a lab-made setup, as reported previously 
[48,49]. 

2.3. Electrode Fabrication 
We used a paste method for the fabrication of electrodes, as described previously 

[50]. The NMO nanowire electrodes consisted of the active material with PTFE (Sigma-
Aldrich, 60 wt% dispersion in H2O) serving as the binder and conductive carbon (CC, 
TIMCAL C-NERGY™ SUPER C65) to enhance conductivity, using an NMO:CC:PTFE ra-
tio of 70:22:8. After rolling the paste using a roll press machine (TOB), a thin, self-support-
ing sheet, of approximately 100 µm in thickness was obtained. From this sheet, electrodes 
with a geometric area of 1 cm2 and an areal mass loading of 15.0 (±2.2) mg cm–2 were cut. 
These electrodes were then stuck to a graphite foil current collector with a conductive 
adhesive (E-dag®). The NMO nanowire/CNF hybrid electrodes were prepared with the 
same procedure, using a paste composed of 92 wt% of NMO/CNF powder and 8 wt% of 
PTFE binder, i.e., without the addition of CC. 

2.4. Electrochemical Characterization 
All electrochemical measurements—galvanostatic charge and discharge cycling 

(GCD), cyclic voltammetry (CV), and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)—
were performed using a Biologic model VMP3 instrument. A three-electrode experimental 
setup was used, with the NMO electrode serving as the working electrode, a platinum foil 
as the counter electrode, and a calomel reference electrode (KCl 3.5 M, +0.250 V vs. SHE) 
as the reference. Throughout the manuscript, potential is expressed vs. SHE for ease of 
reference. All tests were conducted at room temperature in an aqueous 1 M Na2SO4 elec-
trolyte at a pH of about 7. For CV analysis, 5 successive cycles were performed at a scan 
rate of 0.2 mV s–1 over the potential range 0.25-1.0 V vs. SHE. EIS measurements were 
performed at the open-circuit potential (OCP) using a perturbation signal of 10 mV rms 
amplitude over the frequency range from 300 kHz to 5 mHz, sampling 10 points per dec-
ade. The Boukamp method was used to check the Kronig–Kramers compliance of the EIS 
data [51]. 

3. Results and Discussion 
3.1. Hydrothermal Synthesis 

In the hydrothermal synthesis of NMO nanowires and the NMO nanowire/CNF hy-
brid, we used Mn2O3 and MnO2 as the manganese precursor, respectively. The hydrother-
mal formation of NMO nanowires occurs through the intermediate crystallization of bir-
nessite nanosheets [33] via an exfoliation process in which Na ions intercalate into the 
MnO6 or MnO5 building block of manganese oxides [34]. The type of manganese precursor 
determines to a large extent the composition of the product mixture and the kinetics of 
conversion [52]. Given the limited availability of oxygen in the reaction mixture, to max-
imize the yield in NMO within a reasonable time of treatment, the oxidation state of Mn 
in the precursor should preferably be as close as possible to the average oxidation state of 
3.56 in NMO. This is the reason why the Mn(III) oxide was used for the hydrothermal 
synthesis of NMO. On the other hand, the presence of CNFs in the reaction mixture im-
posed a reducing environment and required the use of MnO2 as the precursor. In either 
case, the reaction medium was a 10 M aqueous solution of NaOH. 
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In the following, we give a short account of the synthesis of NMO nanowires to illus-
trate the experimental background that has been used for defining test conditions for the 
obtainment of the desired products. Table 1 summarizes the test conditions of the hydro-
thermal synthesis and reports the results of the quantitative Rietveld analysis of the phase 
composition of the samples. 

Table 1. Hydrothermal synthesis of NMO nanowires and NMO nanowires/CNF hybrid; test condi-
tions and quantitative analysis of crystal phases (wt%). 

Test/Sample Precursor 
Time 
(Day) 

Quantitative Analysis (wt%) 
Mn3O4 Birnessite NMO C 

HT#1 Mn2O3 1 57 22 21 - 
HT#2 (*) 1 11 16 73 - 

HT#3/H-NMO (*) 1 - 1.5 98.5 - 
-/NMO/CNF MnO2 + 30%CNF  1 - 2.8 77.9 19.3 

(*) After HT#1 (24 h), the hydrothermal reaction was interrupted; it was resumed with HT#2 (24 h) 
and, after another interruption, with HT#3 (24 h) to obtain the final product. At each step, the 10 M 
NaOH solution was renewed. 

3.1.1. NMO Nanowires 
The initial black powder of pure Mn2O3 transformed into entangled brownish cloth-

like NMO over the course of 3 days, through three steps of reaction lasting 24 h each; see 
Table 1. After 24 h (HT#1), Mn2O3 transformed into a mixture of 22% birnessite 
(Na0.55Mn2O4·1.5H2O), 57% Mn3O4, and 21% NMO (see Figure S1). The SEM image of Fig-
ure 1b (HT#1) shows a thorough modification of the morphology of pure Mn2O3 (Figure 
1a) and confirms the formation of ultra-long whiskers of NMO (indicated by the yellow 
arrow). Upon repetition of the treatment for another day—HT#2 in Table 1—the percent-
age fraction of NMO increased to 71%, implying the conversion of Mn3O4 and birnessite 
into NMO (Figure S2); the larger population of NMO nanowires, along with birnessite 
nanosheets, is evident in Figure 1c. Eventually, upon resuming the hydrothermal treat-
ment of the product of HT#2 for a further 24 h—HT#3 in Table 1—(Figure 1d), the product 
consisted of NMO nanowires with a percentage fraction of 98.5%, as derived from the 
Rietveld analysis of the XRD pattern in Figure 2a. The product of HT#3 will be referred to 
in the following as the sample H-NMO. 

 
Figure 1. (a) Backscatter SEM image of Mn2O3 reagent powder, (b) backscatter SEM image of the 
hydrothermal product of HT#1 (the yellow arrow indicates a NMO nanowire of about 80 µm 
length), (c) secondary SEM image of the product of HT#2, and (d) of HT#3 (H-NMO sample). 
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As shown in Figure 1d, the nanowires had variable lengths, mostly in the range of a 
few tenths of micrometers, and a thickness of about 70 nm; moreover, the nanowires ap-
peared to cluster in bundles of a similar size, about 1 µm. The crystallinity of the NMO 
and the nanowire length were also evaluated via high-resolution TEM, as shown by the 
sample images in Figure 3; the nanowire length was confirmed to be in the range of a few 
tenths of µm, resulting in a varying aspect ratio of up to several hundred. The surface area 
of H-NMO was determined via BET analysis (see Figures S3 and S4, and Table S1) and 
found to be 21.71 m2 g–1, i.e., about 15 times larger than that for NMO synthesized via a 
conventional solid-state reaction with a micro-rod morphology, which was 1.5 m2 g–1 [15]. 
The high-resolution TEM image in Figure 3b confirms the high crystallinity of the nan-
owires, with a lattice spacing of 0.86 nm corresponding to (110) crystal planes [53], in 
agreement with previous work [36]. The growth direction of the nanowires could be [001] 
or [11�0], but, due to the small thickness of the nanowires, it was not possible to obtain a 
well-resolved selected-area electron diffraction pattern. Still, following [33], the growth of 
NMO nanowires is likely to occur along the [001] crystal direction, as a result of the stress-
mediated splitting of birnessite nanosheets, involving a topotactic mechanism where the 
[002] orientation of the final NMO phase (d002 = 1.41 Å) is aligned with either the [020] or 
[110] orientation of the intermediate birnessite phase (d020 = 1.42 Å).  

 
Figure 2. XRD pattern (black line) and Rietveld refinement (red dot symbols) of the product of hy-
drothermal treatment HT#3, sample H-NMO (Table 1); the graph below (blue line) shows the dis-
crepancy; R values: Rwp = 10.08%; Rp = 7.55%; goodness of fit: S = 1.21. 

 
Figure 3. TEM images of H-NMO sample: (a) Bright-field TEM image of some NMO nanowires on 
glassy carbon and (b) high-resolution TEM image of the NMO nanowire with indication of the crys-
tal orientation. 
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Based on the evolution of the phases during the hydrothermal synthesis of NMO 
from Mn2O3, it is inferred that the Mn3+ (from Mn2O3) must, first, undergo the dispropor-
tionation reaction 2Mn3+→Mn2+ + Mn4+, to account for the simultaneous formation of 
Mn3O4 and birnessite. Indeed, Mn3+ transforms readily via dismutation into Mn2+ and 
MnO2 under alkaline conditions, as reported by Davies [54]. Furthermore, the conversion 
of birnessite into tunnel-structure oxides is believed to commence with the disproportion-
ation of neighboring Mn3+ ions [55–57], followed by the migration of Mn2+ ions into inter-
layer gaps, where they are oxidized to Mn3+ by oxygen in the autoclave, thus facilitating 
the formation of MnO6 octahedra. In this regard, it is worth pointing out once again that, 
after each step of reaction (of 24 h), the autoclave was cooled down to room temperature 
and opened, to replenish the air in the liner headspace, in addition to allowing the sam-
pling of the products at the various stages of reaction. We also remark that the role of 
oxygen in NMO formation is further proven by the fact that the relative amount and crys-
tallinity of the NMO formed during HT#1 remained almost unaltered upon an increase in 
the (continuous) treatment time from 1 day to 6 days (Figure S3) [52]. 

3.1.2. NMO Nanowire/CNF Hybrid 
The requirement of slightly oxidizing conditions for the hydrothermal conversion of 

Mn2O3 into NMO nanowires precludes the possibility to perform a hydrothermal process 
in the presence of graphitic carbon. In principle, the alternative precursor should have a 
higher oxidation state to enable the partial reduction of Mn(IV) to Mn(III); accordingly, 
we used MnO2 (pyrolusite) as the precursor. CNFs and MnO2 were dispersed / dissolved 
in 10 M NaOH in a mass ratio of 30 to 70; other conditions of hydrothermal treatment 
were the same as those used for the synthesis of NMO nanowires. The XRD pattern of the 
product of the hydrothermal treatment with MnO2 precursor (NMO/CNF sample) is pre-
sented in Figure 4a; the results of the Rietveld quantitative phase analysis are given in 
Table 1 and also reported in the plot legend of Figure 4a, for ease of reference. According 
to the analysis, the carbon content of the hybrid was 19.3%. We also performed a DSC and 
TGA analysis of both H-NMO (without CNFs) and NMO/CNF, as shown in Figure 4b. At 
600 °C, compared to that for H-NMO, a net mass loss of 22.1% was observed for the 
NMO/CNF sample and attributed to CNF burning. Overall, this value is in reasonably 
good agreement with the value derived from the Rietveld analysis. Furthermore, birnes-
site was formed during hydrothermal synthesis as a side product, in an amount of about 
2.8% (Figure 4a) or possibly less, assuming that the TGA evaluation of carbon content is 
more reliable. 

  

Figure 4. (a) Rietveld refinement (red dot symbols) of the XRD pattern (black line) of the NMO/CNF 
sample (see Table 1); the graph below (orange line) shows the discrepancy; R values: Rwp = 8.99%; Rp 
= 6.78%; goodness of fit: S = 1.24. (b) TGA and DSC curves of the hydrothermally grown NMO 
nanowires, H-NMO, and the NMO nanowire/CNF hybrid, NMO/CNF. 
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Overall, as we will show in more detail in the following, we devised a hydrothermal 
process using a MnO2 precursor for the preparation of an NMO nanowire/CNF hybrid 
with a significant reduction in the treatment time, from 3 days to 1 day, compared to that 
in the analogous synthesis of NMO nanowires based on Mn2O3. To the best of our 
knowledge, this is the first report demonstrating the preparation of an NMO/carbon hy-
brid using a hydrothermal method in a single day of treatment. 

The structure and morphology of NMO/CNF was examined via SEM and TEM and 
the results are shown in Figure 5. Based on the SEM and TEM observations, it appears that 
the NMO nanowires synthesized via the MnO2 hydrothermal process were longer (having 
length of several tenths of µm, Figure 5a) and slightly thinner, with a width of about 50 
nm (Figure 5b), having, then, a higher aspect ratio compared to the similar product ob-
tained via Mn2O3-based synthesis (Figure 1d). Furthermore, a slightly lower tendency to 
grow in bundles may be inferred from Figure 5a compared to Figure 1d, though the bun-
dles look thicker. CNFs are difficult to identify in FESEM images; however, nanofibers 
may be spotted in Figure 5a through their wider lateral size (about 100 nm) compared to 
that of NMO nanowires. Notably, a relatively large and thin platelet of birnessite can also 
be seen in the lower-left corner of Figure 5a. Eventually, TEM examination (Figure 5b) 
clearly showed the coexistence of CNFs and NMO nanowires in the sample, making the 
former distinguishable from the latter by the relatively high transparency and the larger 
width. 

 
Figure 5. (a) Secondary SEM image of NMO/CNF sample; scale bar, 5 µm. (b) Bright-field TEM 
image of NMO/CNF sample; scale bar, 200 nm. 

Figure 6 shows the Raman spectra of H-NMO and NMO/CNF over the range of 
wavenumbers from 200 to 1800 cm–1. The vibration bands in the range 550–750 cm–1 are 
associated with the stretching vibrations of Mn–O bonds and characterized by two distinct 
modes, at about 565 and 655 cm–1 for both samples, which correspond to the stretching 
vibrations of MnIV–O and MnIII–O bonds in MnO6 octahedrons and MnO5 square pyra-
mids, respectively [58]. The lower-frequency bands (at 504, 400, 320 and 280 cm–1 for 
NMO/CNF, shifted to slightly higher values for H-NMO) are attributed to the bending 
vibrations of Mn–O bonds and stretching vibrations of Na–O bonds [59,60]. Slight differ-
ences in the spectra of the as-grown H-NMO compared to those of NMO/CNF, i.e., the 
lower intensity of the stretching vibration of the MnIV–O band at about 565 cm–1 and the 
broadening of low-frequency bands, indicate the slightly lower crystallinity and relatively 
higher defect concentration of the H-NMO sample. Finally, the carbon-related bands de-
tected at 1347, 1579, and 1620 cm–1 are attributed to disordered and defective carbon bonds 
(D and D’) and graphitic carbon bonds (G). The intensity ratio of the D to G band (ID/IG) is 
commonly used to measure the degree of defects in carbon materials [46]. The ID/IG of as-
received CNFs was estimated to be about 0.1 (spectrum shown in the inset of Figure 6); in 
the hybrid product, the ratio increased to 0.33, thus suggesting an increase in surface dis-
order (higher defect number) of the carbon fibers during the hydrothermal treatment. 
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Figure 6. Raman spectra of H-NMO and NMO/CNF samples, and, in the inset, of pure CNFs. 

Lastly, for the practical assessment of the NMO/CNF hybrid, we measured the elec-
trical conductivity of the powder products. The measured conductivity of H-NMO and 
NMO/CNF samples is plotted in Figure 7 as a function of the compaction pressure show-
ing a well-defined plateau with increasing pressure above about 2 MPa. There is a differ-
ence of almost six orders of magnitude between the plateau values of the conductivity of 
the two samples. This will have a strong effect on the rate performance of the electrode, 
as reported in the following section. 

 
Figure 7. Electrical conductivity of the hydrothermally grown NMO nanowires, H-NMO, and the 
NMO nanowire/CNF hybrid, NMO/CNF, as a function of compaction pressure. 

3.2. Electrochemical Study of H-NMO and NMO/CNF Electrodes 
3.2.1. Cyclic Voltammetry 

The CV curves measured for the H-NMO and NMO/CNF electrodes in the 1 M 
Na2SO4 solution are plotted in Figure 8; the electrodes were cycled five times in a range of 
potential from 0.25 to 1 V at a scan rate of 0.2 mV s–1. There was a very good overlap 
between successive cycles, the only noticeable difference being the slight increase in the 
peak current for the NMO/CNF electrode. The overall shape and the main features of the 
CV curves are consistent with those reported in previous studies [14,15,28]; in particular, 
the peaks in CV correspond to the de-/intercalation of Na ions in the NMO host structure 
from/into different sites (in S-shaped channels), as inferred from compositional and 
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structural modifications [15,24,53]. For a detailed study of the CV behavior of the NMO-
based electrode in 1 M Na2SO4, we refer to our previous work [15], where it was shown, 
in particular, that the x composition in NaxMnO2 varies between 0.40 and 0.22 over the 
potential range from 0.25 to 1.0 V; correspondingly, the theoretical capacity of NMO in 
this potential range is about 50 mAh g–1.  

Apart from the general features, there are two obvious differences in the CV curves 
of H-NMO and NMO/CNF electrodes: the peaks are sharper and the peak current is much 
higher for NMO/CNF compared to H-NMO electrode; the distance between de-intercala-
tion and intercalation peaks is much smaller for NMO/CNF (~25 mV) compared to that 
for the H-NMO electrode (~120 and ~95 mV, for peak couples at a mean potential of 0.51 
V and 0.74 V, respectively). Such a small peak potential gap is indicative of the kinetic 
reversibility of the de-/insertion process of NMO/CNF electrodes. Noteworthily, the re-
versible character of the CV response of the NMO/CNF electrode was observed at a scan 
rate (0.2 mV s–1) relatively high compared to electrodes based on NMO formed via solid 
state synthesis with 22% CC (the same content of the H-NMO electrode); in fact, for the 
latter, a comparable potential gap—namely, about 30 mV—between de-/insertion peaks 
was observed at a scan rate of 0.05 mV s–1 [15].  

 
Figure 8. First five CV cycles of H-NMO and NMO/CNF electrodes at 0.2 mV s–1 in the 1 M Na2SO4 
solution. Successive cycles are very similar to each other and then barely distinguishable. 

Overall, given the comparable content of the conductive component in the electrode 
paste (~22% of CC or CNFs), the clear and strong difference in the CV response of H-NMO 
and the NMO/CNF electrode finds its explanation in the effective operation of CNFs as a 
distributed interconnection network in the electrode. 

3.2.2. Galvanostatic Charge and Discharge Test 
GCD tests were performed on the H-NMO and NMO/CNF electrodes at varying C-

rates in the range from C/10 to 20 C. For each C-rate value, we recorded at least 10 GCD 
cycles, and the 10th cycle is the charge and discharge profile plotted in Figure 9a. The 
profile shape is consistent with that of previous studies on NMO-based electrodes in an 
aqueous Na2SO4 electrolyte; see [14,32] and the supplementary material of Ref. [15]. As 
shown in Figure 9b, the H-NMO and NMO/CNF samples display a similar capacity re-
tention of up to C/2; at higher C-rates, the NMO/CNF electrode shows improved rate per-
formance, with more than half of the theoretical capacity being maintained at the high rate 
of 20 C (1000 mA g–1), while the capacity of the H-NMO electrode is reduced to almost 
zero already at C-rate of 10 C. After 200 cycles at a C-rate of 2, and 200 more cycles at a C-
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rate of 10, see Figure 9c, the capacity of NMO/CNF remained reasonably stable, with a 
coulombic efficiency close to 100% at 2 C and about 98% at 10 C. This demonstrates the 
good electrochemical stability of the NMO/CNF electrode at high C-rate values, which 
makes it suitable for use in supercapacitor–battery hybrids [61]. However, there is a small 
loss of capacity upon cycling at a high rate, 10 C, as revealed by the slow decaying trend 
of coulombic efficiency, from about 99% to 98%, under 200 cycles (Figure 9c). Addition-
ally, after 10 cycles at 20 C, the capacity observed at C/2 is slightly reduced (Figure 9b), 
presumably due to a small loss of the active material via the irreversible modification of 
the electrode at this high rate. Still, this effect is slightly more pronounced for the H-NMO 
electrode (Figure 9b). 

  

 
Figure 9. (a) Tenth charge and discharge profile of NMO/CNF at C-rate from C/10 to 20 C; (b) rate 
capability of H-NMO and NMO/CNF, 1 C≅50 mAh g−1 [15]; (c) long-term charge and discharge of 
NMO/CNF at the rate of 2 C and 10 C. 

Another point worth noticing is the fact that both NMO/CNF and H-NMO electrodes 
show a capacity below the theoretical value, which is about 50 mAh g–1. Most notably, in 
accord with the above discussion underlining the reversible kinetics of the CNF/NMO 
electrode under CV at 0.2 mV s–1, we would expect this electrode to achieve a close-to-
theoretical capacity at a low-enough C-rate, such as C/10 [15], whereas instead the capac-
ity is less than 90% of the theoretical value. The H-NMO electrode reveals a similar trend 
and a slightly lower capacity at C/10. The above observations of the morphology of the 
nanowires produced via either the Mn2O3 or MnO2 hydrothermal method may give in-
sight into this behavior; namely, we surmise that the lower than theoretical capacity is the 
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result of nanowire bunching, which may prevent direct contact between conductive fibers 
and the active material, and then consign electron transport to the NMO/NMO contact. 
The fact that both electrodes reveal such a loss of capacity, with minimal difference, cor-
roborates the hypothesis that nanowire bunching may be the origin of the effect, consid-
ering the observed formation of bundles in the hydrothermal products, albeit with some 
differences – see Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2. This issue calls for a more in-depth study on 
synthesis as well as on the electrode fabrication process. 

Nonetheless, the strong difference in the galvanostatic charge–discharge response be-
tween H-NMO and NMO/CNF electrodes is apparent; even though the addition of CC 
improves the conductivity of the H-NMO electrode, its different morphology and, possi-
bly, hardly homogeneous dispersion with nanowires are most likely the reasons why the 
CC particles result in a relatively poor electrical connection of NMO nanowires. Con-
versely, the mutual dispersion of CNFs and NMO nanowires, sharing a similar morphol-
ogy and a comparable high aspect ratio, is able to ensure the formation of a distributed 
contact network and an effective connection. As a result, the incorporation of CNFs leads 
to a marked reduction in the electrode resistance and to a higher capacity at high rate, 
with the attendant enhancement of cycling and power performance, with respect to the 
H-NMO electrode. 

3.2.3. Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy 
Figure 10 shows the complex plots of the two electrodes measured at OCP. The lower 

overall resistance of the NMO/CNF electrode compared to that of the H-NMO electrode 
is evident in the graphs. Both plots were fitted using the equivalent circuit (EC) shown in 
the inset of Figure 10, which we first proposed in Ref. [15] for the simulation of the im-
pedance spectra of the solid-state synthesis of NMO electrodes in the 1 M Na2SO4 solution, 
to study the contribution of different charging processes to charge storage.  

 
Figure 10. Nyquist plots of the impedance of H-NMO (empty circle symbol) and NMO/CNF (empty 
rectangle symbol) electrodes at OCP; solid lines represent the fit of the equivalent circuit model (in 
the inset) to the experimental data. 

In the EC model, RU stands for the combined resistance of the electrolyte and elec-
trode, including the contact resistance at the electrode–current collector interface; Rct is the 
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charge transfer resistance of surface redox processes leading to charge storage via the 
pseudocapacitance represented by CPEpc (Constant Phase Element); analogously, CPEdl 
stands for the interface capacitance and accounts for double-layer charge storage. CPE 
impedance is defined as 𝑍𝑍 = 1 (𝑞𝑞0(𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗)𝑛𝑛)⁄ , where 𝑞𝑞0 is the CPE capacitance parameter, in 
𝛺𝛺–1 𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛, and n is the dimensionless exponent that varying between 0 and 1 gives the phase 
value of (–90 × n)◦. Rpol is the resistance related to the transfer of Na ions from/to the host 
crystal to/from the surface; 𝑊𝑊𝑜𝑜 is the Na ion bounded diffusion impedance, modeled with 
the Warburg open element [62], expressed as 𝑊𝑊𝑜𝑜 = 𝑊𝑊𝑅𝑅  (𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑊𝑊𝑇𝑇)𝑝𝑝 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐ℎ[(𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑊𝑊𝑇𝑇)𝑝𝑝], where the 
p exponent allows for anomalous diffusion, and WR and WT are the Warburg coefficient 
and the time constant of the diffusion model, respectively [63,64]. As shown in Figure 10, 
the fit was good and acceptable, as evidenced by the low chi-squared, χ2, values. The fitted 
values of the EC model for both electrodes are given in Table 2. All the resistance param-
eters, RU, Rpol and WR, are significantly lower for the NMO/CNF electrode compared to 
those for the H-NMO electrode, which is readily explained by the effective electrical wir-
ing induced by the presence of CNFs. In addition, the interface capacitance and the pseu-
docapacitance of the NMO+CNF electrode are slightly higher. The interface capacitance 
is higher probably due to the higher active surface area of CNFs, compared to that of CC 
in the H-NMO electrode; the pseudocapacitance, in turn, increases in conjunction with the 
reduction in Rct. 

Table 2. Fitting parameters of the equivalent circuit model shown in the inset of Figure 10  for the 
EIS measurements of H-NMO and NMO/CNF electrodes at OCP in the 1 M Na2SO4 solution. 

H-NMO NMO/CNF 
Element Value Standard error Value Standard error 
RU (Ω) 3.345 0.006 1.976 0.0053 
Rct (Ω) 5.412 0.036 0.566 0.0167 

CPEdl (F) 0.769 × 10−3 6.088 × 10−6 1.9 × 10−3 8.6 × 10−5 
n1 0.75 - 0.75 - 

Rpol (Ω) 2.246 0.040 0.1776 0.0146 
CPEpc (F) 0.004 2.003 × 10−4 0.008 0.0014 

n2 0.9 - 0.9 - 
WR (Ω) 6.893 0.265 2.608 0.0628 
WT (s) 22.263 1.398 5.227 0.1844 

p 0.372 0.0049 0.405 0.0019 

4. Conclusions 
We devised a hydrothermal process using a MnO2 precursor for the preparation of a 

NMO nanowire/CNF hybrid within a single day of treatment. Electrodes based on the 
NMO/CNF hybrid (about a 22% carbon content from CNFs) showed a strong enhance-
ment of rate capability compared to that of electrodes fabricated with NMO nanowires 
using a conventional electrode paste composition (22% CC content). The synthesis method 
and the similarity in morphology between CNFs and nanowires (width of about 50 nm 
and length of several tenths of µm) allowed reasonably for a good dispersion of the hybrid 
components. The increase in conductivity of the NMO/CNF hybrid by several orders of 
magnitude compared to that of the NMO nanowires resulted in an exceptional improve-
ment in rate performance. The NMO/CNF electrode was able to retain over 50% of its 
theoretical capacity at C-rate of up to 20 C. Furthermore, the stability of the material was 
demonstrated after 400 cycles at high C-rate, making it promising for use in in Na-ion 
storage systems.  

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at 
https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/batteries9080428/s1. Figure S1: Rietveld refinement of the 
XRD pattern of the product of the synthesis step HT#1; Figure S2: Rietveld refinement of the XRD 

https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/batteries9080428/s1
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pattern of the product of the synthesis step HT#2; Figure S3: Comparison of XRD patterns of the 
product of the hydrothermal synthesis step HT#1 (labeled “after 1 day” in the plot legend) and of 
the product obtained in the same conditions but after 6 days of continuous treatment; Figure S4: 
Isotherm plot of the product of the hydrothermal synthesis step HT#3 (H-NMO sample); Figure S5: 
BET surface area plot of the product of the hydrothermal synthesis step HT#3 (H-NMO sample); 
Table S1: Summary of results obtained from linear fitting of BET plot. 
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